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In this remarkable true story, the haunting of a Long Island household forces a respected writer
and editor to reevaluate the mysteries of life and death as he struggles with the frightening truths
of his childhood home and his town's past. Growing up in Rockville Center, Long Island, Gary
Jansen never believed in ghosts. His mother-a devoutly Catholic woman with a keen sense for
the uncanny-claimed that their family house was haunted. But Jansen never found anything
inexplicable in how their doorbell would sometimes ring of its own accord; or in the mysterious
sounds of footsteps or breaking glass that occasionally would fill their home; or even in his
mother's sometimes unsettlingly accurate visions of future events and tragedies. Though he
once experienced a supernatural encounter in a Prague church as a young man, Jansen grew
up into a rationalist, as well as a noted writer and editor. Decades later, in 2001, Jansen moved
back into the very same house where he had once grown up to raise a family with his wife. One
day in 2007, he encountered a strange physical sensation in his toddler son's bedroom: As I
reached into his dresser drawer, I felt something very strange behind me. Startled, I quickly
turned around, but there was nothing there. I shrugged it off, grabbed the socks and, as I was
walking to the doorway, experienced an odd phenomenon-sort of like an electrical hand rubbing
the length of my back. I stopped and stood transfixed. "What the hell is that?" I said to myself.
The pressure then seemed to break apart and, for a brief moment, I felt like I had a million little
bugs crawling all over my back. Within seconds, however, the sensation was gone. This became
the first step in uncovering a frightening, fullblown haunting in his home-a phenomenon that
lasted an entire year and eventually included unveiling the identities of the spirits who occupied
his house; discovering the chilling story of a century-old murder in his hometown; encountering
mind-boggling coincidences between local history and events in his own family; and finally
engaging in a climactic exorcism with the help of Mary Ann Winkowski, the real-life inspiration for
TV's The Ghost Whisperer. The events of that year-in which Jansen's family was terrified of and
terrorized by ghosts in their own home-forever changed how he viewed the mysteries of life and
death. Holy Ghosts is not only a gripping true-life ghost story but a funny and touching memoir,
as well as a meditation on the relationship between religion and the paranormal, which are often
considered at odds with each other but which the author shows are intimately linked.

"Holy Ghosts took me into a completely convincing but very different version of reality from the
one we live in. It serves as a forceful and fascinating reminder that we do not see the world that
is, but only the part we have chosen to see. There are dangers and wonders in the dark, and
Holy Ghosts affirms that they are very real." -Whitley Strieber, author of Communion"I have
always believed in ghosts, paranormal phenomena, and miracles. But I've never read a book that
tells of chills and ghosts in the house from a Catholic perspective. I read the book in a sitting.



There are more than a few spine- tingling scares here, offered in such a benign, even life-
affirming way, that we end up enlightened, entertained, and charmed." -Beverly Donofrio, author
of Looking for Mary and Riding in Cars with Boys"Gary Jansen will both creep you out and
educate you on the nature of 'earthbound spirits.' His tale of the spirits haunting his family home,
and of helping them cross over to the next world, is a thrilling treat that I couldn't put down.
Jansen tells the best kind of ghost story-the true kind!" -Julia Scheeres, author of Jesus
Land"Gary Jansen's Holy Ghosts is a haunting memoir of both the paranormal and the
heartbreakingly down-to-earth. By turns scholarly, comic, and creepy, Jansen shows us the
ghosts in his house as well as his heart. Spellbinding and wise, this trip to the supernatural
eventually returns us home, providing a deeper understanding of our faith, our fears, and the
people we love." Jennifer Finney Boylan, author of She's Not There and Falcon Quinn and the
Black Mirror"If you think ghosts might exist, you will thoroughly enjoy this startling personal
account of things that go bump in the night. If you don't think they exist, do not read this book
after midnight. You have been warned." -Dean Radin, author of Supernormal and The Conscious
Universe"[A]n eerie, well-told ghost story." -Library Journal“Holy Ghosts is more than just a
gripping true story about ghosts haunting his family’s home and how he got them to leave. I
thoroughly enjoyed the fascinating history that Jansen, an editor at Doubleday Religion,
incorporates into the story about the Catholic Church and its beliefs in spirits, angels, and
demons...His writing style is engaging and informative; I couldn’t stop reading..” -Publishers
Weekly About the AuthorGary Jansen is the director of Image Books and a senior editor at
Penguin Random House where he has edited and published books by New York
Times bestselling authors Pope Benedict XVI, Pope Francis, Deepak Chopra, Michael Singer,
and Greg Kincaid. He is the author of The 15-Minute Prayer Solution; Station to Station; and the
forthcoming book Life Everlasting (Tarcher Penguin, 2018). Paulo Coehlo, The New York
Times bestselling author of The Alchemist, has called Jansen's work "Wonderful;" while
legendary Newsweek Religion Editor Kenneth L. Woodward has called him, "A fine writer." A
frequent lecturer, Jansen has been featured on NPR, The Huffington Post, CNN, Coast to Coast
AM, A&E, the Sundance Channel, and has appeared numerous times on the Travel
Channel's Mysteries at the Museum. His website is www.garyjansen.com.
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Wesley, “Firsthand account of a haunting that captures not just the fear of ghosts, but the
wonder and wisdom such contact can conjure.. There's not much that's more enthralling a
firsthand account of humanity's contact with the spiritual unknown. Most ghost stories, though,
focus on one thing: fear. But Gary Jansen does something more than that in Holy Ghosts; he
captures wonder and wisdom, as well.Holy Ghosts is about as down-to-earth as you can get—
more of a quiet conversation with an old friend than the typical sensationalism associated with
stories of paranormal encounters. Within, Jansen tells the story of his childhood home, and the
strange things which happened there. Coincidence piles on coincidence, until the prospect of
the supernatural can no longer be ignored--even by the skeptical Jansen. There are the typical
chilling scenes—made all the more so because of Jansen's grounded voice—but at its heart,
this is the story of a human being coming to terms with the fact that the world may not be as
black and white as he once thought.But Holy Ghosts doesn't preach. It's not a story that's going
to give you concrete answers about the afterlife or directives on how you should live. It does
something even better: it raises the right questions. Jansen's story illustrates the dangers of too
much certainty, sheds light on the nature of having faith in the face of the unknowable, and
forces us to ask ourselves what effects our negative thoughts and intentions may have on the
world outside our heads.If you're looking for not only a thrilling glimpse beyond the veil, but a
study in how it affected a human heart for the better, this is it. I highly recommend it.”

BCantu, “Great help. Holy Ghosts was an excellent read. Growing up in a Catholic home, I was
always led to believe that ghosts were all demonic. It was an even greater fear seeing ghost
activity as a small child. Growing up being sensitive to ghost activity was really rough as child
and continued into adulthood. Reading Gary Jansen's words and how he related the activity in
his home and by the fact that his mother was sensitive to ghost activity as well helped me to
understand a lot about myself. He did an excellent job bringing Catholic history into his writings
and demonstrating with examples from the Bible that having abilities is not demonic and is
indeed a gift. This book helped me to understand far more than I ever would have imagined and
gave me so much peace. I began a paranormal group on Facebook that now has about 800
members from most states and many different countries who share paranormal interests. I have
recommended Gary Jansen's book quite frequently because many people have the same fears
and misunderstandings that I once had, and I have yet to hear nothing but great reviews and
positive feedback by those that have read Holy Ghosts. In addition, I assist several different
Paranormal Investigation groups with my abilities where I have also recommended this book with
the same excellent responses. We all have had such a great love for the book that we had Gary
Jansen as a speaker for one of our quaterly meetings. I actually ordered more copies to give as
gifts.”



Ged Pollard, “Real good read (even for a not so good non-catholic girl.). I found this educational,
as it teaches you to think about theologians and their attitude to the supernatural. I found it
educational as well as entertaining. I have since had time to really think about this book, and am
amazed that I could find out so much about the Catholic church and their thinking on the
supernatural and the spirit world. It's brilliant to find a book that creeps you out, whilst really
giving you information on the spirits, angels and the like. Even if you are a non believer, if you are
of the Christian faith, this will make you think about what it means to be a Christian, what some
of the famous (and some of the not so famous) saints and philosophers thought about the spirit
world and life after death, as well as teaching you about the battles between some kick-ass
angels and the not so nice beings from the spirit world. Well worth the moneyyou will fork out for
a book, and one that you will go back to.”

Bilwediz, “Good read think the church keeps a lid on spirits. Good read think the church keeps a
lid on spirits. They do exist got a visit from our son just to encourage me to keep the faith I think
scared the crap out of me”

KD, “So I read this at night, not sure why .... So I read this at night, not sure why. I thought that I
was braver than that. The author describes the events really clearly and factually. It creeped me
out the way he describes the spooky happenings he experienced.  Will read it again.”

Lucy Murfitt, “Four Stars. Very interesting - not perhaps for the non-Catholic or anyone scared of
ghosts”

The book by Gary Jansen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 146 people have provided feedback.
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